Abstract-While research has demonstrated how vibrotactile devices can be effectively used to guide human behavior, efficient mappings of vibration patterns for spatial guidance in time-critical dynamical tasks have not yet been understood. In this paper, we contrast two types of action-dependent, haptic stimulus designs to demonstrate the different effects of vibrotactile feedback on the human control performance. A wireless bracelet is used to provide patterns of vibrotactile stimuli in real-time, representing either optimal hand velocity or acceleration for the stabilization of an inverted pendulum. The optimal control behavior is supplied by a linear quadratic regulator. The analyses of the participants' stabilization and learning behavior revealed a significant improvement caused by the additional velocity-dependent feedback. The results are consistent with previous research, which indicates that the human sensory-motor system is generally more sensitive to velocity than acceleration information. In summary, the present paper suggests how human-centric vibrotactile stimuli should be designed and how they can be effectively transmitted to the human user for time-critical behavioral guidance.
I. Introduction
The human brain processes sensory information available in the environment when planning and executing behavior. However, due to uncertainties arising from noise in sensory and motor processes or in the environment, the resulting behavior may not be desirable for successfully completing a given task. In order to reduce task-related uncertainty and guide behavior in a desired direction, several haptic interfaces have been developed -such as for spatial navigation [1] , [2] or as part of motor training [3] , [4] . In particular, the use of vibrotactile feedback has attracted much attention for its low-cost, readily wearable and non-invasive features [5] . Although its effectiveness has partially been questioned, previous studies have demonstrated improvement of user performance by vibrotactile feedback -especially when other sensory modalities are unavailable or overloaded [6] .
While these studies have reported how vibrotactile stimuli can be designed to maximize information transmission rate or subjective intuitiveness [3] , the efficiency of information processing as part of human sensory-motor coordination has not been sufficiently explored. Neural processing efficiency becomes a critical issue, when a source of feedback is degraded, or the motor task is inherently unstable, as it requires temporally stringent sensory-motor coordination.
In a previous study, vibrotactile feedback based on optimal control behavior of a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) was 1 a.frisoli@sssup.it used to guide a human user in stabilization of an inverted pendulum [7] . A vision-based motion tracking system was used and the vibrotactile feedback represented the LQR reference acceleration-profile. Since proprioceptive sensors as well as the internal models of limb dynamics are more susceptible to the velocity profile of the arm dynamics than its acceleration profile [8] , the former feedback design may result in more pronounced performance improvement. Therefore, in this paper, we contrast two action-dependent, LQR-induced vibrotactile feedbacks -velocity-profile and acceleration-profile based -for effectiveness in guidance of human control behavior in a time-critical dynamical task.
We designed an experiment based on the stabilization of a virtual inverted pendulum, in which a wireless bracelet emits vibrotactile feedback on the wrist of the human user. In our study, discrete vibration patterns were used, so as to avoid the rapid adaptation of the Pacinian corpuscles to continuous stimulation [9] . Instead of tracking the user's hand movement, we kinaesthetically rendered the movement of the virtual cart. In addition to serving as an input device, the resulting interface supplies force feedback, essentially closing the control loop. In order to evaluate the extent to which vibrotactile feedback can support human control performance with reduced visual feedback quality, the effects of the vibrotactile stimulus designs in combination with partially degraded visual feedback were also studied. The obtained results were statistically analyzed with respect to stabilization period and learning rate of the participants.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the materials and methods used in the design and execution of the experiment. The obtained results are presented in Section III and discussed in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. Methods
In order to analyze the effects of vibrotactile feedback patterns on human control performance in a time-critical dynamical task, a virtual inverted pendulum on a cart is both kinaesthetically and visually rendered. A wireless bracelet is used to supply additional vibrotactile feedback for the stabilization of the inverted pendulum, based on optimal control behavior of a linear quadratic regulator (LQR).
A. Apparatus
A schematic block diagram of the experimental apparatus is presented in Figure 1 . It shows that the human user is only able to influence the system, i.e., stabilize the inverted pendulum, by applying force to the cart. The applied force is measured by the force sensor and included in the simulation of the inverted pendulum. The resulting cart position is then kinaesthetically rendered. Together with the angle of the inverted pendulum, it is also used by the animation to display visual feedback to the human user. The visual feedback can be supplemented by vibrotactile feedback. Two different vibration patterns are used, representing either optimal hand velocity or acceleration profiles, both capable of stabilizing the inverted pendulum. They are calculated with respect to the optimal stabilization behavior provided by the LQR. The vibrotactile stimuli are emitted by vibratory pads situated in a wireless bracelet worn by the human user. Figure 2 (a) shows a photograph of the complete experimental apparatus. Furthermore, the figure contains images of the displayed animation with full and reduced visual feedback quality.
1) Kinaesthetic rendering:
The kinaesthetic rendering is actualised by a Thrusttube Module (Copley Controls, USA). It consists of a single rail stage and a linear servo motor driven cart. A vertical handle is mounted on the cart. In order to measure the applied force, a JR3-67M25 6-axis sensor (JR3 Inc., USA) is included at the base of the handle. Precise rendering of the cart position provided by the virtual inverted pendulum is ensured by PD position control. In order to account for the time-critical nature of the dynamical stabilization task, attention is paid to the real-time performance of simulation and rendering. Simulink models are configured for simulation on a real-time hardware target and executed on a Linux system with real-time kernel (Ubuntu 12.04, 3.2.23, rt37) and RT-Preempt Patch. A fixed step solver is used and the sample time is set to t s = 1 ms.
2) Virtual inverted pendulum: Figure 3 shows a schematic of the virtual inverted pendulum. If one defines both the cart and the pendulum to be frictionless, and the pendulum to be a uniform rod, it yields the following dynamics:
All symbols and corresponding values are listed in Table I . The actual friction caused by the movement of the cart along the rail is negligibly small and therefore neglected. In order to make the stabilization task achievable after a short learning phase, the gravitational constant g is reduced to a tenth of its real value. As previously stated, the Simulink model of the pendulum dynamics is run on real-time capable hardware.
3) Visual feedback:
The current state of the pendulum is visually rendered in terms of the angle of the pendulum θ and the position of the cart x within the Simulink environment. The animation is shown to the human user on a TFT display in full-screen mode. The edges of the display coincide with the movement limitations of the cart on the single rail stage. Low-contrast, greyscale colors are used for the rendering to prevent the participants from straining their eyes during the experiment. In the part of the experiment with blurred visual feedback, a translucent screen is placed directly in front of the TFT display to reduce the quality of visual feedback. Figure 2 (b) shows the respective on-screen images.
4) Vibrotactile feedback:
The vibrotactile wristband was developed to deliver vibrotactile stimuli to the wrist of the human user by wireless communication (as seen in Figure 2 (a)). It consists of a stretchable band of fabric endowed with 4 vibratory pads, located at the center of the dorsal (top), ventral (bottom), and medial / lateral sides of the wrist. This configuration results in a minimum distance between actuators of about 4 cm. Since this spatial separation is higher than the spatial resolution of the mechanoreceptors sensitive to high-frequency vibrations [10] , it allows for reliable spatial detection by the human user. Furthermore, it ensures intuitiveness of spatial guidance supplied by the vibrotactile wristband by placing the stimulation sites within the same frame of reference at the anatomical landmark [11] . During the experiment, only the vibratory pads on the medial and lateral wrist joint are used, ensuring that the stimulations are consistent with the task-space coordinates and accounting for the stimulus-response compatibility [12] . Moreover, application of vibrotactile stimulation over the lateral and medial sides of the wrist guarantees that tactile sensitivities are not biased by inhomogeneous mechanoreceptor densities in hairy and glaborous skins [13] . The vibration is produced by electrical pager motors of cylindrical geometry with eccentric mass. The normal component of the resulting rotating centrifugal force is transmitted to the skin at the point of direct contact. In order to improve the transmission of the vibration to the skin, each motor is partially embedded in soft fabric and placed inside a rigid aluminium sealed capsule. The maximum frequency of actuation is 180 Hz. This is short of the optimal response frequency of the Pacinian corpuscle, primarily responsible for perception of high-frequency vibrations (250 Hz) [14] . It does however still lie within its active response range [9] . The amplitude of actuation is set to a fixed value, so as not to interfere with the frequency perception [15] . while the UBC provides a simple and fast way to recharge the device. Measurements have shown that the vibrotactile wristband possesses a transmission delay of approx. 50 ms. It refers to the time period that passes between the issue of a command and the occurrence of the corresponding vibration. The approximate value was determined by directly measuring the registration of the vibration at the force sensor.
B. Stimuli
The vibration patterns used for the vibrotactile feedback are based on the optimal stabilization behavior provided by the LQR [16] . In order to calculate the feedback matrix K, the nonlinear dynamics (1) and (2) are first linearized about the vertically upward equilibrium position at angle θ = 0. This yields the state-space representation
and the following open-loop eigenvalues:
The corresponding eigenvectors show that λ ol,1/2 exclusively correspond to the position of the cart x, while λ ol,3/4 are strongly influenced by the angle θ and its derivativeθ. The latter affirms the time-critical, unstable nature of the dynamics of the virtual inverted pendulum system. The elements of the weighting matrices Q and R used to determine the feedback matrix K are chosen so that the resulting LQR prioritizes the regulation of the angular deviation from the vertically upward equilibrium position: 
The resulting LQR feedback matrix reads as follows: 
If one applies this matrix and the state vector x = [x,ẋ, θ,θ] T , as previously defined in (3), in the state feedback law
it results in the following closed-loop eigenvalues λ cl,i and the corresponding time constants T i = −Re{λ i } −1 : When looking at the respective eigenvectors, one sees that the slow eigenvalues λ cl,3/4 are mainly influenced by the position of the cart x and the fast eigenvalues λ cl,1/2 mostly correspond to the angular velocityθ. This is consistent with the configuration of the LQR weighting matrices in (5).
The information about the LQR reference behavior is supplied by means of two different discrete vibration patterns (acceleration-profile and velocity-profile based feedback). Both patterns are implemented as a form of pulse width modulation, in which the pulse duration t on possesses a constant value of 50 ms and the time between pulses t off as well as the stimulation site on the wrist are defined by the LQR signal. Before the vibration pattern is calculated, a temporal extrapolation with ∆t = 200 ms is performed to compensate for response delay in sensory-motor control of the human user (∼ 150 ms, [17] , [18] ) as well as transmission delay of the vibrotactile wristband (∼ 50 ms).
1) Acceleration-profile based feedback: For this feedback, the temporal extrapolation is based on the current states of the system x(t) as well as the force currently applied by the human user F h (t). Both values are inserted into (3) , to obtain the derivatives of the current states of the system:
Subsequently, the temporal extrapolation is performed:
The predicted states of the system x(t + ∆t) are then used in a state feedback law to obtain a hypothetical LQR force
It represents the reference behavior, which is used for the mapping of the vibration pattern. The side of the vibration is defined by the sign of F hyp ; a negative, left-facing force leads to a vibration on the left and a positive, right-facing force leads to a vibration on the right side of the wrist. The time between pulses t off is defined by the intensity of the hypothetical LQR force F hyp . To ensure that the value of F hyp lies within a fixed interval, it's absolute value |F hyp | is first saturated at a previously determined threshold F sat . Subsequently, a normalized exponential function is used to map different intensity levels of |F hyp | ∈ [0, F sat ] to a total of 10 different values for t off -starting at t off,min = 100 ms and leading up to t off,max = 1 s ( Figure 5) . Thus, the highest force intensity level correlates to the highest pulse frequency, i.e., the shortest time between pulses and vice versa.
2) Velocity-profile based feedback: Here, instead of the hypothetical LQR force F hyp , the hypothetical velocityẋ hyp represents the reference behavior used for the mapping of the vibration pattern. Thus, instead of the force currently applied by the human user F h (t), the force that would currently be applied by the LQR F lqr (t) is inserted into (3) to calculate the derivatives of the current states of the system:
Subsequently, the same temporal extrapolation as in (11) is used to obtain the hypothetical velocityẋ hyp =ẋ(t + ∆t).
Apart from these differences, the vibration pattern design is performed analogously to the acceleration-profile case. The vibrotactile stimulation site depends on the sign ofẋ hyp and the time between pulses t off is defined by its intensity.
C. Design & Procedure 1) Design:
The present study was conducted in a 3 × 2 mixed design. The between-groups factor was given by the type of vibrotactile feedback. The participants were randomly assigned to perform the experiment with either velocity-profile based, acceleration-profile based, or without vibrotactile feedback. The within-subject factor was the level of visual feedback, encompassing (in order of appearance) full-or blurred-vision. During the first phase, the participants performed the task under full-vision. Subsequently, in the blurred-vision phase, the participants performed the task with the translucent screen positioned in front of the TFT display. Each phase lasted for approximately 30 minutes.
2) Procedure: The participants were told to stand in front of the apparatus, directly facing the screen. Their standing was adjusted, so that they could comfortably hold the manipulandum with their dominant hand. The participants placed their palm on top of the manipulandum and powergripped it, in order to align the direction of the vibrotactile stimulation with the lateral movement of the manipulandum along the single rail stage. They were instructed to keep the inverted pendulum vertically stabilized as long as possible. A trial ended when the absolute angular deviation of the pendulum from the vertically upright equilibrium position surpassed 45 • or when the animated cart reached either edge of the animation. The participants, who were supplied with additional vibrotactile feedback wore the vibrotactile bracelet on the wrist of the dominant arm.
Prior to the experiment, the manipulandum was positioned at the center of the apparatus. At the beginning of each trial, a 5 second countdown was numerically displayed on screen below the animation. During the countdown, the position of the manipulandum was fixed and the inverted pendulum was locked in the vertically upright equilibrium position. When the countdown was over, the animated pendulum changed its color, signalling the beginning of the trial and the participant could move the manipulandum at will. Due to slight noise in the measurement of the force sensor, the pendulum naturally fell to either direction at the beginning of the trial. When the trial ended, the manipulandum stopped moving and the t off,max t off,min animated pendulum changed its color back to the original. The manipulandum then moved back to the center of the apparatus, preparing for the start of the following trail.
3) Participants: A total of 30 participants volunteered to take part in this study. All participants were right handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The average age of the participants was 27.0 years at the time of testing, and 4 of them were female participants. Informed consent was obtained from all the participants before they took part in the study. The research ethics was obtained from the ethics committee at Technische Universität München.
III. Results
We characterized the performance of the participants in terms of stabilization period and corresponding learning rate. The performance change over the course of the experiment was approximated by an exponential function.
where k is the trial number, a is a scaling factor and b is the growth rate. Figure 6 shows the exemplary data of a single participant, including the fitted exponential function. Figure 7 shows the results of the statistical analysis.
The analysis of the overall stabilization period showed that, with full visual feedback, the participants with the velocity-dependent feedback were able to keep the inverted pendulum stabilized for the longest time (28.2 ± 36.0 sec). The stabilization period was markedly shorter without any vibrotactile feedback (9.7 ± 6.6 sec) and it was shortest with the acceleration-dependent feedback (8.6 ± 3.2 sec). When blurring was introduced to the visual feedback, the stabilization period was generally much shorter. Nonetheless, a small advantage of the velocity-dependent vibrotactile feedback (8.2 ± 2.7 sec) was observed, in comparison to acceleration-dependent (6.1 ± 1.2 sec) and no feedback (5.3 ± 1.3 sec). Due to the large individual performance differences inbetween the participants supplied with velocitydependent feedback, a mixed 3 × 2 did not indicate the main effect of vibrotactile feedback (p = 0.06). However, reduction of stabilization period due to the blurred vision was statistically supported, F(1, 27) = 5.864, p = 0.02. The interaction effect was not significant (p = 0.12). The learning rate in terms of the growth rate b in (16) is shown in Figure 7 . The descriptive analysis indicated that, with full visual feedback, the learning rate was highest with the velocity-dependent feedback (b = 0.0605), followed by no vibrotactile feedback (0.0174) and it was slowest with the acceleration-dependent feedback (0.0155). The learning rates with blurred vision were as follows; velocity-dependent (0.0078), acceleration-dependent (0.0061), and no feedback (0.0023). As the growth rates were not normally distributed, a Kruskal-Wallis test was used to statistically compare the performance differences between the three vibrotactile conditions for each visual feedback type. The test revealed a significant effect of vibrotactile feedback during the full vision phase ( χ 2 (2) = 7.70, p = 0.021). A post-hoc test using Mann-Whitney tests supported increased growth rate with the velocity-dependent feedback in comparison with the acceleration-dependent feedback (p = 0.005) and no vibrotactile feedback (p = 0.016). In contrast, during the blurred vision phase, no significant effect of additional vibrotactile feedback on performance was observed (p = 0.515).
IV. Discussion
The analysis of the experimental phase with full visual feedback showed that the velocity-dependent vibrotactile feedback leads to a significant improvement in dynamic object stabilization performance. In contrast, accelerationdependent feedback resulted in slightly inferior stabilization performance, compared to no vibrotactile feedback.
The results also showed that the velocity-dependent feedback induced the highest learning rate, further supporting that the extraneous feedback leads to an overall improvement of human motor control. Although the negative effect of acceleration-dependent feedback was not expected, the improved performance with the velocity-dependent feedback is consistent with our hypothesis that velocity information about the arm dynamics is more directly transformed into motor commands in the central nervous system.
When the quality of the visual feedback is degraded with blurred vision, differences in stabilization times and learning rates between the three feedback types are significantly reduced. Although a slight advantage of the participants with vibrotactile feedbacks is observable, vibrotactile feedback is not sufficient in singularly guiding time-critical behavior when the quality of visual feedback is significantly reduced. Thus, it seems that the haptic feedback assists visuo-motor coordination by priming an appropriate response rather than explicitly guiding the behavior by itself -at least during highly dynamic motor coordination. When used in combination with full visual feedback, the effectiveness of vibrotactile feedback depends strongly on its vibration pattern. While velocity-dependent feedback improved overall dynamic object stabilization performance, acceleration-dependent feedback even slightly reduced it by inappropriately priming visuo-motor coordination. This is consistent with our exit interview, in which several of the participants stated that the acceleration-dependent feedback distracted them from focusing on the visual feedback.
The effect of vibrotactile feedback design may explain the markedly different results from those presented in [7] . Directional cueing by vibrotactile feedback is reported to be effective for spatial guidance, when the respective target is either stable or possesses slow dynamics [2] , [19] , [20] . However, our stabilization task is inherently unstable and was specifically designed for time-critical dynamics. We believe that in our study the vibrotactile feedback was influencing low-level control by priming visuo-motor coupling, which led to the selectiveness of the feedback design for improving the overall human control performance. Though the precise dynamics of the inverted pendulum in [7] are unreported, one may assume that their task was less time-critical, given the fact that their participants were able to perform the task, i.e., stabilize the pendulum, much longer from the beginning of the experiment on. With such slow dynamics, vibrotactile feedback may be processed for high-level motor planning and can be designed flexibly in expense of response delay.
V. Conclusion
In summary, this study reported how a human-centric design of vibrotactile feedback can improve sensory-motor coordination of human participants in a time-critical object stabilization task. However, this holds true only, when the vibrotactile feedback is supplement to an additional source of feedback, e.g., visual feedback. When precise time-critical, spatio-temporal motor coordination is required, vibrotactile feedback may bias low-level visuo-motor mapping. Thus, optimal design of the vibrotactile feedback is most critical, in order to ensure appropriate priming of user responses.
